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)e communication process of devices in IoV under cloud architecture needs to be protected by access control models. However,
existing access control models have difficulty establishing the appropriate granularity of permissions in the face of large amounts
of data in IoV. Moreover, the access control model may need to temporarily change user privileges to accommodate the dynamic
nature of IoV scenarios, a requirement that is difficult to implement for traditional access control models.)e unstable connection
status of devices in IoV also creates problems for access control. )e service (composed of role and attribute) based access control
model (in IoV) S-RABAC (V), under the Cloud computing architecture, introduces a formal theoretical model. )e model uses
attribute grouping and prioritization mechanisms to form a hierarchical structure. )e permission combination pattern in the
hierarchical structure can avoid duplicate permissions and reduce the number of permissions while ensuring fine-grained
permissions. Different layers in the model have different priorities, and when a user’s permission requires temporary changes, it
can be adjusted to the corresponding layers according to the user’s priority. In addition, users are allowed to keep their assigned
privileges for a period to avoid frequent access control because of unstable connections. We have implemented the proposed
access control model in Alibaba Cloud Computing and given six example demonstrations. )e experiment shows that this is an
access control model that can protect IoV security more effectively. Various unique mechanisms in the model enable
S-RABAC(V) to improve the overall access control efficiency. )emodel adds some extra features compared to ABAC and RBAC
and can generate more access control decisions using the priority mechanism.

1. Introduction

In recent years, with the rapid growth of the smart car
industry, there has been a great interest in the Internet of
Vehicles (IoV) technology. )e generation of IoV can
reduce road congestion, improve traffic management,
ensure road safety, and thus enhance the experience of road
users [1]. IoV does not receive problems directly from
inadequate storage and energy consumption. )ese
problems often manifest themselves indirectly through a
number of phenomena. However, large scaling environ-
ments require processing of extensive amount of infor-
mation and it is absolutely a challenging issue [2, 3]. With
such challenges, cloud platforms become a preferred
technology when interacting with IoV resources. Various

private cloud companies, such as Ali, Huawei, and Ama-
zon, have developed various IoV cloud computing plat-
forms in collaboration with the vehicle industry. )e large
number of heterogeneous cloud architectures (cloud
computing architectures) generated by IoV has generated
various cybersecurity requirements. When the IoV com-
bined with in a cloud architecture, the IoV places new
demands on access control technology as a security
technology.

Access control technology, as a security technology,
protects user privacy and authentication. Access control
technology, like most network security technologies, faces
different requirements in different cloud architecture sys-
tems. Since there are many heterogeneous cloud access
devices in the cloud architecture of IoT, there is a need to
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consider many heterogeneous services provided by different
vendors [4, 5].)e IoV cloud architecture has the same basic
requirements as the IoT cloud architecture. However, IoV
has some designs that differ from IoT, such as the virtual
device layer for unstable connections [6]. )e various cloud
architecture designs that bring convenience to IoV and IoT
also create new security issues. How not to disclose user
privacy and ensure the security of accessed data during
information exchange is a problem that needs to be
addressed by cloud architectures. It is crucial to apply se-
curity technologies to the special environment in which the
cloud architecture is located.

Access control technology has different access control
models, such as Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Role-
Based Access Control (RBAC), Attribute-Based Access
Control (ABAC), and Medium Access Control (MAC)
protocols, such as the practical application of access control
scenarios. Some of these methods are not effectively utilized
in the access control model but are widely used in other
related areas of access control technology, such as priori-
tization mechanisms that are described in the next para-
graph. Access control models often ensure compliant access
to data in a large environment. Access control models for
IoV and IoT in cloud architectures need to meet the needs of
both IoV and IoT, as well as the needs of the cloud ar-
chitecture itself. RBAC itself has become a widely used access
control model because of its simple structure and ar-
rangement. However, RBAC always suffers from the
problem that the granularity of permissions is difficult to
grasp, and adjusting the rationality of RBAC roles and the
scale of permissions is a common way to solve this problem
[7, 8]. Also, since RBAC security is constrained by roles, the
security of each role will be directly related to the security of
data. Adding quantitative computation of trust values to the
roles of RBAC can improve the overall security of RBAC to
some extent [9, 10]. ABAC has better flexibility than the
RBAC access control model, allowing fine-grained access
control that can meet the requirements of multiple attributes
of users and devices in IoT [11]. However, at the same time,
the high flexibility and fine granularity make the model
much more complex, making it particularly difficult to
manage.

Prioritization mechanisms are widely used in access
control systems. )e priority mechanism can prioritize
different events in Industrial Wireless Sensor Networks
(IWSNs) to ensure communication efficiency and low
latency communication for high priority nodes, thus
improving the overall network structure’s communication
efficiency [12]. )e same priority mechanism can provide
special services for emergency services in IWSNs and
reduce the channel access delay of emergency service
nodes [13]. And, for the Random access process (RAP),
the priority mechanism can be used for effective priori-
tization, thus satisfying the diversity of access devices in
the IoT [14]. )e priority ranking of applications in IoT is
used to provide different quality of service for different
applications and to satisfy the low latency requirements of
high priority services [15]. And for IoV networks, different
service efficiencies are provided for different levels of IoV

networks through multi-layer hierarchical techniques in
the protocol [16]. It is easy to find that the priority
classification, priority ranking, and other functions pro-
vided by the priority mechanism can effectively improve
the efficiency of information access control techniques in
IoT and IoV and provide the possibility of special services
for emergency events. However, in the access control
models of the same access control technology, whether
RBAC or ABAC or other common access control models,
the prioritization mechanism is not well utilized. Even
with the improved various access control models, the
utilization of the prioritization mechanism is still not very
high.

To address the above issues, we propose an access control
model under the cloud architecture to protect the access
process of heterogeneous resources within the IoV cloud
computing architecture. )e access control model integrates
ABAC and RBAC, keeping their respective features, and
adding service modules and role sub-modules to improve
the efficiency of the overall access control model. In the
access control model, we carry out inheritance and hier-
archical design for the model permission unit, which makes
the whole access control model systematic and reduces the
difficulty of managing the model. In addition, we introduce
the priority mechanism common in MAC protocols, where
different layers have different priorities. We also assign
priorities to permission units in each access control model,
making the set of permissions diverse. More precisely, our
contributions are as follows:

(1) A proposed IoV-oriented access control model in
cloud computing architecture.

(2) A hybrid of RBAC and ABAC access control model,
with services as selective sets of attributes. )e role
module in the original RBAC is kept, so that it assists
the service module for permission assignment and
implements the access permission reservation
function.

(3) Introduces the priority mechanism into the access
control model, realizing hierarchical priority rank-
ing. And, the priority is assigned to each permission
unit, which makes the number of decisions increase.
In addition, the priority makes it possible to adjust
access rights in emergency situations.

(4) Our model is implemented in Alibaba Cloud
Computing platform and five basic cases and one
typical nondata access case are demonstrated.

)e rest of this article is arranged as follows: Section 2
introduces the work related to the current access control
model. Section 3 introduces the current problems faced by
access control on the Internet of Vehicles. Section 4 proposes
a service-based hybrid access control model under the cloud
architecture. Section 5 first describes the implementation of
the model and shows the access process. In Section 6, the
model is researched and evaluated from the perspective of
the Internet of)ings and security, and compared with other
related access control models. Finally, Section 7 summarizes
the work.
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2. Related Work

Authentication is a mechanism to protect the IoV against
attacks due to the malicious entities in the network. Hence, it
is considered to be the first line of defense against any kind of
attacks in IoV [2]. Vijayakumar et al. proposed an efficient
privacy preserving anonymous authentication scheme using
signatures and certificates. )e authentication result in this
scheme exists in disputed and ordinary identities, and it can
revoke the authentication for vehicles with disputed iden-
tities [17]. Song split IoV into multiple fog services and
proposed a fog-based authentication mechanism for high-
speed vehicles [18]. An efficient authentication scheme to
bypass TA is proposed by Xu et al. [19]. )e above literature,
besides achieving an efficient privacy identity authentication
process, also differentiates the final authentication results.
However, the above authenticationmechanisms focus on the
study of the secure authentication process, causing the
authentication results not to be diverse.

Fine-grained authentication results can help security
system users to better manage permissions. A more fine-
grained authentication mechanism can be implemented
with the help of the access control model. Currently, the
main research on access control models is focused on the
study of attribute-based access control models. )e RBAC
access control model is an access control model that clusters
attributes by roles. Djilali et al. improved the RBAC model
by proposing an enhanced dynamic team access control
model that incorporates the concept of team in roles [20].
But, RBAC always has the problem of granularity of per-
missions, which is an important reason for the instability of
RBAC security. Lu et al. conducted a study on the role
permission assignment process under preconditions and
verified that it is a reasonable role permission assignment
[21]. Kamboj et al. use blockchain-based smart contracts to
manage user role permissions in organizations [22]. )e
literature [23] implements permission dependencies be-
tween different roles in RBAC using the dependencies be-
tween user permissions. Although the static role permissions
are set at a fine-grained level can improve the granularity of
RBAC, since RBAC permissions are “packaged” by static
roles, there is always the disadvantage of immutable per-
missions due to static roles. )at is, the overall permission
system cannot affect role permissions.

Using attributes to generate permissions is an approach
to fine-grained permission architecture, where the entire
model’s permission units are changed adaptively based on
the abstracted attributes. )is access control model is called
ABAC. Abirami et al. added trust attribute values to ABAC,
which are got from different trust evaluation algorithms or
models, and used them to improve the security performance
of the model [24, 25]. Zhang et al. use signatures to ensure
that the verification process does not disclose attributes [26].
However, the many attribute values added to ABAC make it
more difficult to assign and manage permissions, which has
been a drawback of the ABAC model. Literature [27] used
binary sequences to reduce the number of matching attri-
bute-value pairs in rules and improve the efficiency of policy
retrieval. In fact, the data in IoV are characterized by

aggregation. Data in IoV often exist as a group. Abbasian
et al. pointed out that the classification processing of data in
IoV and IoT domains is necessary and prevalent [28].
Álvarez-Bazo et al. divided sensors in vehicular networks
into two major categories: on-time data and cross-sectional
data [29]. Since data can be grouped in the IoV, it can be
grouped and protected. For this reason, Maanak et al.
proposed an ABAC access control model of inheritance
characteristics applied to IoV based on cloud architecture, in
which grouping is performed according to the sensor col-
lection and forms a hierarchical group with up-down logical
relationships [30]. )e literature [31] similarly uses attribute
aggregation to produce a hierarchical structure in ABAC.
Servos and Osborn used the hierarchical group attribute
architecture (HGAA) structure to layer the ABAC access
control model and implemented this scheme [32]. Although
these improved ABACs have a hierarchical structure, they
make no further use of the results of the hierarchy. In ad-
dition, even the attribute structure with certain hierarchical
structure becomes difficult to manage as the number of
attributes keeps increasing.

In order to reconcile the respective problems of RBAC
and ABAC, some researchers have tried to mix the two
models. Aftab et al. proposed a hybrid R-ABAC access
control, which uses a combination of attribute values to
generate roles, thus solving the problem of permission as-
signment present in ABAC and RBAC [33–36]. )e flexi-
bility of the ABAC model was also introduced in the RBAC
model by adding the concept of negative authorization [37].
Hu et al. proposed a group-based access control (oGBAC)
framework using the features of OSN social member
grouping, which proposed the concept of information flow
in defining and controlling the resources and information
for access control [38]. An important issue with the hybrid
access control model is how to reconcile the disadvantages of
both while avoiding fresh problems, for example, the
problem of role explosion caused by the increase of attri-
butes. )is requires researchers to control the relationship
between attributes and aggregation units with strict con-
straints when reconciling the two.

Priority mechanisms have the effect of enhancing model
dynamics and improving model efficiency. Several re-
searchers have experimented with applying prioritization
mechanisms to a variety of different access control models.
)akare et al. added a prioritization mechanism to RBAC to
reduce the operational burden on cloud servers because the
same authentication and authorization mechanism were
used for “user classification” [39]. Vijayalakshmi and
Jayalakshmi proposed an approach to avoid ABAC policy
conflicts using priority levels, which are used as additional
parameters to construct security policies in access control
[40]. Cheng et al. used the priority mechanism to deal with
the role authority conflict problem. When there is a conflict
between the permissions corresponding to different roles
owned by a user, the role with the highest priority per-
missions gets the corresponding permissions [41]. Although
the prioritization mechanism brings enhancements to var-
ious parts of the access control model, the above literature
only uses the prioritization mechanism to deal with various
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special problems. An effective method to use the prioriti-
zation mechanism to solve the distinct problems that appear
in the access control model is lacking. Table 1 shows the
summary of related work.

3. Problems Faced by Access Control
Technology in the Internet of Vehicles

3.1. Data Protection Difficulties due to the Self-Organizing
Networks of the Internet of Vehicle. As a self-organizing
network, the Internet of Vehicles has distinct individual
specificity when establishing the authority of resources,
making it difficult to establish reasonable resource per-
missions. When establishing the permission set of these
resources, these problems should be considered.

(1) For the same type of resources, different individuals
may have different priority levels

(2) )e permission set of the current resource generates
multiple subsets

(3) With massive data permissions, the access control
model should provide an easy-to-use resource search
method to ensure the user’s ability to search for
resources in the access control model

(4) Permissions cannot be managed and searched be-
cause of massive resource permissions

(5) When faced with many permissions, a complex set of
attributes reduces the execution speed of access control

3.2. SomeProblemswith theTraditionalAccessControlModel.
)e shortcomings of the traditional access control model
make it difficult to apply to the Internet of Vehicles.

(1) )e identity design of RBAC is not flexible enough
for mass data units. Directly designing the identity
will inevitably lead to the problem of too many
identities and unreasonable permissions. Second, the
assigned permissions of individuals in the Internet of
Vehicles will change, and this variable permission
level is difficult for RBAC.

(2) Although ABAC is more flexible in authorization
design, the large number of authorization sets it
generates is difficult for the management of the
access control system in the later period.

(3) Although the hybrid access control after the com-
bination of RBAC and ABAC makes up for some
shortcomings of the two, it also inherits some other
shortcomings.

(4) )e access speed of the access control model de-
creases as the complexity of the access control model
increases. )erefore, it is necessary to weigh the pros
and cons between these two models, which can not
only meet the needs of fine-grained permission
setting and management of the Internet of Vehicles
but also have a certain access speed.

3.3. Permission Adjust Requirements in the Emergencies of the
Internet of Vehicles. At certain times, users with low data
authority levels in the Internet of Vehicles need to access
certain data that can only be accessedwith high levels. Here, the
authority level can be lowered, or they can create sBut lowering
the authorization level will lower the security level of the
complete system, and creating an additional authority unit will
waste resources. )erefore, it is more appropriate to establish a
privilege mechanism to ensure that the user’s authority is el-
evated to a certain level when a certain special situation is met.
We have listed two typical permissions adjust situations.

(1) When these emergencies occur, the access control ter-
minal often needs to adjust the current user’s data access
permissions to implement certain access requests. For
example, when the police are investigating criminal
vehicles in a certain area, they can achieve a higher level
of authority by increasing the authority level for per-
forming official duties in the area, to get the location
information of vehicles of the same brand in the area.

(2) When the bumps of the vehicle exceed normal con-
ditions, the average bumps data of the road section can
help judge whether the current vehicle is

Table 1: Summary of related work.

Refs Pros Cons
[2, 17–19] Various efficient authentication mechanisms Single, undiversified authentication result

[20–23]
Enhance the dynamic nature of RBAC, security, as far as
possible to weaken the role of permissions encapsulation

generated by the role of granularity issues

)ere is always the problem of static role permissions. )e
overall permission system cannot affect role permissions

[24–32]
)e ABAC attribute mechanism is used to improve the

granularity and the orderliness of permissions. To enhance
ABAC security by adding unique attribute values

ABACmakes the overall model more difficult to manage as the
number of attributes increases. Second, the large number of
permission units generated by many attributes is difficult to

track

[33–38]
Use the characteristics of RBAC privilege encapsulation to
manage many attributes in ABAC, thus reconciling the

disadvantages of each

Many unordered attribute aggregation units can make the
mixed access control model create the problem of role

explosion. But, too little attribute aggregation units can create
the problem of insufficient granularity of permissions in

RBAC

[39–41] Enhance the dynamics of various access control mechanisms
using priority mechanisms.

Lack of effective use of prioritization mechanisms in the access
control model
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malfunctioning. Here, the data that the vehicle need to
access belong to the internal data of the vehicle com-
pany, so there is a need for dynamic permission adjusts.

4. S-RABAC(V) Frameworks

To address the above needs and problems, a service (composed
of role and attribute) based access control model S-RABAC (V)
for the IoV under the Cloud computing architecture is pro-
posed, where the roles and attributes comprise service. )e
model is improved and mixed based on the RBAC and ABAC
access control models, and we add a service module. )e
service module comprises two parts: attributes and roles. At-
tributes are the major part of the service. It will combine
different priorities to form the service entity. )e role module
assists service entities in implementing finer-grained func-
tionality, such as access permission reservation features.

We can divide the overall vehicle services into two major
categories: vehicle native resource services and services
provided by third parties. )e former aims to protect the
security of the basic resource access of each model of vehicle,
and the latter meets the expansion needs of subsequent
vehicle data services. )e service module has a hierarchical
structure and inheritance design, as shown in Figure 1.

4.1. Definition of S-RABAC(V). Figure 2 depicts the model
diagram of the S-RABAC(V) hybrid access control model.
)e formal definition of the S-RABAC(V) model is shown
below.

Basic components:

(i) )e IoV subject (IS) is the subject of access behavior
in the Internet of Vehicles; resource (R) is the entity
that accesses the resource, which represents the
various contents that are accessed, such as data,
mobile nodes.

(ii) Attribute (ATT) is a description of the resource
entity R, and ATT� {att1,. . ., atti, . . .,attn}; priority
level (PL) is a description of the authority value of
the resource entity, and PL� {pl1,. . ., pli,. . .,pln}.
)ere is a mapping relationship ATT⟶ PL be-
tween ATT and PL, and the definition of the
mapping relationship is described later.

(iii) )e element att in ATT exists in two forms: ATT�

{atomic, set}, that is, att exists in set form or in
atomic form. )e set contains at least two atomics.
)ere are many possible element forms in PL,
namely, PL� {high, mid, low} or PL� {prior-
itylevel1,. . ., priorityleveli, . . ., priorityleveln}.

(iv) Service Entity (SE) is the entity of the service
component in the model. SE contains two groups of
content: SEATT and SEPL. SEATT is the ATT in-
cluded in SE. System operation (SOP) generates SE
components and represents system access policy.
)ese two characterize the service entity and de-
scribe the authority of the service entity. )ere is a
mapping relationship SEATT⟶ SEPL. Role En-
tity (RE) is the entity of the role component in the

model. Role Operation (ROP) is generated RE in-
ternally and representative custom access policy. RE
also including an entity user ID (UI) is used to
record certain continuous access processes. )e role
of the UI is to ensure the ability to reconnect after
the access behavior is disconnected.

Model composition:

(i) Each attribute att in ATT maps R to an attribute
value, which can be formally defined as

att : R⟶

Array(att)∪ ⊥{ }attType(att) � atomic,

2Array(att)attType(att) � set,

Array(att)∪ 2Array(att)attType(att)

� set∪ atomic{ }.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(1)

(ii) )ere is a mapping relationship RA between R and
ATT: R⟶ ATT, equivalently RTA⊆R × ATT.

(iii) Each priority level pl in PL maps ATT to a priority
level value, which can be formally defined as

pl:

atti⟶ pliatt � Array(att)f1,

attj⟶ pljatt � 2Array(att)
f2,

f1 ∪f2att � Array(att)∪ 2Array(att)
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎩

(2)

(iv) )ere is a mapping relationship AP: ATT⟶ PL,
equivalently ATP⊆ATT × PL.

(v) )ere is a mapping relationship AS:
ATT⟶ SEATT, equivalently
ATSA⊆ATT × SEATT.

(vi) )ere is a mapping relationship PS: PL⟶ SEPL,
And, there is only one element sepl in SEPL. )e
element type is sepl ∈ PL , equivalently
PTSP⊆ PLL × SEPL.

(vii) )ere is a mapping relationship SS in the SE entity:
SEATT⟶ SEPL, equivalently,
SATSP⊆ SEATT × SEPL.

(viii) ∃f: IS⟶ UI, )en ITU is a restricted mapping
of f: f/IS1, f/IS1: IS1⟶ UI, and IS1 ⊆ IS,
equivalently ITU⊆UIIS.

Hierarchical service:

(i) SH1 ⊆ SEATT × SEATT∪ATT{ }, a partial order re-
lation ≽SHATT on SEATT, equivalently paren-
tSEATT: SEATT⟶ 2SEATT, mapping service to a
set of parent services in the hierarchy. )e elements
in 2SEATT have a mapping relationship parentSEPL:
2SEATT⟶ SEPLP, SEPLP ⊆ SEPL.

(ii) SH2: (seplp1∧, . . . ,∧seplpn∧pl

1, . . .∧pli . . . ,∧pln)⟶ sepl,
(seplp1 . . . seplpn) ∈ SEPLP,
(pl1 . . . pli . . . pln) ∈ PL, sepl ∈ SEPL. )e mapping
relationship exists between the mapped SEPL and
the mapped SEATT.
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Access control policy:

(i) For any atomic attribute atti  in ATT,∃ Attribute
predicates ap: att, ∝ , val, where att represents the
attribute name, ∝ refers to the operator
(�, ≠ , < , > , ≤ , ≥ ,≽,≼, etc), and val represents the
value range corresponding to the attribute. When
attType(att) � set, att may contain a triplet, which is
atti, ∝ , attj,which represents the relationship be-
tween atomic of att when attType(att) � set. ap can
be written formally as

ap(atomic): 〈att∝ val〉,

ap(set):
〈att∝ val〉,

〈〈atti∝ attj〉∝ val〉.
⎧⎨

⎩

(3)

(ii) APA � ap1(atomic)∧ · · · api (atomic) · · ·∧apn

(atomic) is the access constraint of att of atomic to

resources, APS � ap1(set)∧ · · · api(set) · · ·∧apn(set)
is the resource access restriction of att of set.

(iii) SOP⟵(APA,APS, SEPL,ACT),
ROP⟵(APA,APS,ACT), OP⟵(SOP,ROP).
)e values of SOP, ROP, and OP are, in two cases:
permit, deny. )e specific conditions of OP, as the
final access control policy, can be formally defined
as

If SOP � permit, ROP � deny: OP � deny case one,

If SOP � permit, ROP � permit: OP � permit case two,

If SOP � deny: OP � deny case three,

If SOP � permit, ISSEPL↑SEPL: OP � permit case four.
(4)

Among them, case four is the model privilege mecha-
nism, ISSEPL represents the level of priority granted to the IS

Vehicle speed

Integrated services

Pulse counter GPS data service

Car odometer 
data service

Vehicle location 
data service

Full Inheritance

Level 1

Partial Inheritance

Full Inheritance

hierarchy

Level 2

Level 3

Permission 
generation 
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New

Figure 1: Hierarchies.
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Figure 2: Architecture diagram of the S-RABAC(V) access control model.
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vehicle network to access objects, SEPL is the level of au-
thority for the current service, and ISSEPL↑SEPL means
ISSEPL is higher than SEPL, corresponding to the upper
layer service of SEPL. At this time, the system adjusts the
relationship between the current user and the service,
pointing it to the service entity above the current service, and
granting access. For the specific implementation of the
privilege mechanism of tracing upwards, see Algorithm 1 in
4.2.4. )e privilege mechanism gives the current user access
to services beyond the service capabilities (the inherited
content between services does not always inherit the original
content, but inherits restrictively and selectively), mainly for
emergencies.

4.2. Service Definition and Authority Establishment

4.2.1. Service Definition. )e service is the interaction bridge
between the access control model and the user.)e user uses
the service name to apply for the corresponding data service
authority. )e internal structure of the service is shown in
Figure 3.

)e priority level between services is got from the
inherited original service authority value and the authority
value of the new attribute.)e authority value of each service
is calculated according to the following formula:

newpl �

⌈


n
i�1 spli + 

m
j�1 plj

n + m
−
1
2
⌉ + 1,


n
i�1 spli + 

m
j�1 plj

n + m
−
1
2
≠N,


n
i�1 spli + 

m
j�1 plj

n + m
+
3
2
,


n
i�1 spli + 

m
j�1 plj

n + m
−
1
2

� N,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

where spli represents the inherited parent service authority
value, where the new service has inherited n parent services.
plj represents the authority value corresponding to the
newly added attribute and there are m new attributes. )e
sum of the authority values of the two is added and the
average value is calculated. )e average value is rounded up
to get the final new service authority value newpl.

Note: )e priority level represents the importance of the
resource and is one indicator to determine the overall re-
source security level. For some composite services, multiple
resources are included. Although their resource importance
may not be high, the large number of attributes corre-
sponding to many data items implies a high security level.
)e number of attributes and the priority level are used to
measure the permission size of a permission unit compre-
hensively, implicitly designing a dual-indicator approach to
permission measurement.

4.2.2. Resource List Structure. )e resource list is mainly
used to help manage each service module in S-RABAC(V),
which is stored in each service, and each service has its own
resource list, whose basic structure is shown in Table 2.

4.2.3. Service Creation and Deletion. In S-RABAC (V),
services are created from new attributes and previous ser-
vices, and the data are abstracted to get new attribute values.
So how do these new attributes determine which existing
services to combine with? )ere are two methods; the first
one is vehicle local resource combination, i.e., using the
vehicle’s own inherent resource relationship for combina-
tion. )is combination simply follows the vehicle archi-
tecture, and each of its resulting services is also the basis for
subsequent service expansion. )e other method is custom
addition, as shown in Figure 4. )is method of service
creation is mainly based on the first service with a lot of

expansion, and each custom service is built on top of the
existing base service. When a custom service is created, the
resource list in the service can be traversed from the bottom
to the top until the required resource type is found. Custom
framing services themselves are managed and documented
as separate systems.

Bottom layer services are like leaf nodes in a tree, and
they are often the ones most likely to generate the need to
add or remove (the root service of the model is at a top
layer). Bottom layer services can be added or removed
without affecting the use of upper layer resource services,
which can be adjusted at will. Based on the stability of the
model, it may not delete the high-level root service arbi-
trarily. But if there is a demand for deletion, the specific
method is to first find the sub-services of the service and
delete the call statement of the service module in the sub-
services.

4.2.4. Privilege Mechanism and Authority Setting.
Priority identifies the importance of each resource, with
more important resources having a higher priority. Priorities
are ranked from high to low. Each service has its own level of
authority, with decreasing priority from high. )e impor-
tance level of a resource collection (service) depends not
only on the number of attributes of the resource but also on
the permission level of the current service. )is design gives
great flexibility and operability in the design of resource
collection permissions.

)ere are two major cases of privilege mechanisms,
triggered by privileged services. A privileged service is not a
separate service organization model but a “normal service”
that is given priority above its own level. )e first case is
between different priority levels. Since the service comprises
a parent service and a new attribute, and the new attribute
does not have the space for upward permission, this case is
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(1) Input: Prioritylevel, Goalprioritylevel, User, Role
(2) Initialize the Resource storage.
(3) Initialize the User storage.
(4) Output: Prioritylevel, Role.
(5) User storage⟸User
(6) Priorityadjust(Userid, Prioritylevel, Goalprioritylevel)
(7) if Prioritylevel !�Goalprioritylevel then
(8) Prioritylevel�Prioritylevel-1
(9) Priorityadjust(UserID, Prioritylevel, Goalprioritylevel)
(10) else
(11) Role⟸User storage.
(12) User⟸Resource storage.
(13) Return Role, Prioritylevel
(14) end if
(15) End

ALGORITHM 1: Priority Adjust.

Service

SE
ATT

SEPL

New Attribute

ATT1

PL1

ATT2

PL2

ATT3

PL3

ATT

PL

…
…

…
…

New Service

Formula 1

Figure 3: Service permission inheritance mechanism explained.

Table 2: Resource list structure.

Service
name New attribute list

Parent
service1

Total inherited
attributes

Inherited attributes
set1

Resource
function

Child service list

Inherited attributes
set2

Resource
function

Inherited attributes
set3

Resource
function

Parent
service2

Total inherited
attributes . . .. . .

Custom 
Service 

A1

Custom 
Service 

A2

Basic 
parent 
service

Basic 
services

Infrastructure 
services

Custom Services 
Architecture

Figure 4: Generation and expansion of services.
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just upward to the parent service of the corresponding level.
In the process of adjusting permissions upward, with
multiple service inheritance, the parent service is traced
according to the service corresponding to the adjusted
permission level. If there are multiple parent services with
the same permission level, then the service with more
inherited attributes is selected as the parent service to be
traced upward.

)e second case is for services between the same priority,
in which case the parent service with the most inherited
attributes from the resource list is traced directly. )e
privilege mechanism’s privilege traceability can be cus-
tomized besides the system settings. )e algorithm de-
scription for the privilege mechanism is shown in Algorithm
1.

4.2.5. Role Setting in S-RABAC(V). )e purpose of the role
module in S-RABAC(V) is mainly to separate access control
policies and disconnected access reservations for specific
access processes. It protects core policies in the access
control system by separating access control policies. And,
when facing the situation of unstable connection of the
vehicle network, the access control model is given the ability
of “permission reservation” to enhance the efficiency of the
access control model.

Once the service module completes the first step of
systematic access policy validation, it transmits the valida-
tion results to the role entity, which decides whether to
allocate resources to users based on the results, and rejects
the allocation directly for illegitimate users. For legitimate
users, the role module will continue to run custom access
control policies internally, and still refuse to allocate re-
sources when the user does not meet the custom access
control policy. When a user satisfies a custom policy, the
requested resource is invoked for the user and the user is
assigned an access role. )e role assigned to the user
maintains the user information for a period after the user
disconnects. If the user accesses the resource again within
this period, the access verification process can be skipped
and the access process resumed to directly access the
resource.

4.3. Access Control Process. Figure 5 depicts the steps of
executing the S-RABAC (V) model to complete an access
request, as shown below:

(1) )e client uploads a request to the IoT cloud plat-
form, and the upload request contains the service
name to be accessed and the verification content
required by the service.

(2) )e Internet of )ings cloud platform transfers the
content in the request to the access policy enforce-
ment point in the cloud service according to the
cloud transfer rules. At the policy enforcement point,
the service verifies the upload attributes. If the
verification is qualified, then proceed to the next step.

(3) After the attribute verification is completed, if the
permission attribute in the request differs from the

service permission value recorded in the service, the
current service direction is changed according to the
access policy, and the new service is specified as the
user request service. If the permission in the attri-
bute’s request is the same as the service authority
value recorded in the service, the current service
direction is not changed.

(4) After completing the third step, submit the pro-
cessing result to the role module. )e system refuses
to assign roles to illegal-access users, and the user is
notified of the problem in the request. Legal users
receive custom access to the role module in the last
step. For control settings verification, users who pass
the verification are assigned roles and access the
corresponding data, and users who fail the verifi-
cation are rejected here.

Figure 6 describes the service establishment process in
the S-RABAC (V) model, as described below:

(1) )e system administrator establishes a new service
based on a certain service and new attributes, and
provides relevant information about the new service
to the access control policy center.

(2) )e policy center first checks whether the new ser-
vice name is in the sub-service list of the original
service resource list and whether the same service
name and service attribute set already exist. If it does
not exist, it proceeds to the third step. Otherwise, the
new service creation is rejected.

(3) )e strategy center searches for the resources to be
inherited by the current new service in the resource
list, and uses the corresponding attributes of the
resources as the inherited attributes in the new
service.

(4) )e new resource abstracts the attributes of the new
dataset and assigns permission values. )e new at-
tributes and the original service permission values
get the new service permission values according to
the method in Formula (5), and the inherited at-
tribute modules in the original service are combined
with the new attributes into a new service.

(5) )e new attribute set gets a new service, the system
administrator is notified of the new service name and
service verification contents, and the new service is
established.

5. Results

In this paper, we rely on Alibaba Cloud Computing for
experimental simulation.We use the IoTplatform in Alibaba
Cloud Computing as an IoV platform and use the Message
Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) protocol for infor-
mation transfer to achieve the simulation effect. When a user
sends an access request, the access request arrives at the IoT
platform with service information and attribute informa-
tion. )e information delivered in the protocol is initially
processed in the IoT platform and passed through the
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Figure 5: )e access process of S-RABAC(V).
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database language to the final function calculation module
[42]. As soon as the function calculation unit receives the
delivered access request, it immediately executes the access
control policy and then returns the policy execution results
to the user using the IoTplatform api. )e entire experiment
utilizes the Alibaba Cloud Computing IoT platform
MQTTsdk to build the access control system client [43],
which serves as the issuing end of access requests and system
management requests. )e function calculation module of
Ali Cloud Computing is used as the place where the access
control policy is actually executed.

)e experiments use python to simulate vehicles to
upload vehicle data or requests to both the Baidu Eagle Eye
platform [44] and the IoT platform of Alibaba Cloud
Computing. )e properties and service settings of the ex-
periment are shown in Figure 7. )e resource lists of the
three services in the figure are shown in Table 3, and the
priority levels of the attributes and the correct attribute
values are recorded in Table 4.

5.1. Implement Service-Based Access. )is experiment sim-
ulates five access control scenarios. Situation 3 shows the
case of continuous data service disconnection and reaccess.
And, Situation 4 is the demonstration of privileged access
mechanism. )e location data uploaded by the vehicles in
the experiments are from Microsoft [45, 46].

Situation 1. )e user enters the correct service selection, but
the entered attributes are incorrect. As shown in Figure 8, a
user with an ID of 1996 accesses the “serviceGPS.” )e
service name is correct, but the authentication attribute in
the service is wrong. )e wrong access attribute is judged in
the function computing server as access failure, and the user
is notified of the result.

)e result shows that the service corresponds to attribute
error, the access failed attribute is incorrect, and access to
data failed.

Situation 2. )is is the legal access process. As shown in
Figure 9, the user with ID 004 accesses the “serviceGPS” and
submits the correct access attributes. After being identified,
the access control system assigns an identity to the user and
transmits the data to the user.

)e result shows that Access succeeded role004
1116.48067 39.98843, the attribute is correct, and the access
is successful.

Situation 3. Instability in the connectivity of IoV devices is
common for some continuously accessed resources, such as
vehicle trajectories on a vehicle’s intended travel route. If the
current access port is closed when the connection between
the vehicle and the data center side is lost, then it will require
the vehicle node to reestablish a new path service when the
connection is restored. For this case, S-RABAC (V) provides
a disconnected service hold feature to provide disconnected
recovery data access for certain persistent resource access
process.

For the convenience of demonstration, the experiment
uses python dictionary-type data instead of cloud stream
database. When the user with id 001 logs out of the access
system, the system sets aside 3 seconds for the user. If user
001 reestablishes the connection within 3 seconds, user 001
can continue the current access process (3 seconds belong to
the experimental custom time setting, the actual time setting
can be changed according to the characteristics of the
service).

As shown in Figure 10, the 001 user accesses the
“serviceGPS.” Because the user already exists in the system
and the disconnection time is not long, user 001 skips the
verification phase during this visit and directly accesses the
data. )e result shows: allocated 116.44903 39.94121. )e
user was allocated and got data access.

Situation 4. )is experiment imitated the environment
sensor to change the priority of the uploaded service, and to
change the priority of the “groupservice” from 2 to 1. )us,
in the access control system, the identity of its parent service
should be assigned. According to the inheritance relation-
ship, the authority should be adjusted to the “serviceGPS”
and assigned the corresponding role. It showed the access
process in Figure 11.

)e results showed that the permissions were adjusted
and assigned to the appropriate services, and the corre-
sponding data were procured.

5.2. Access Control between Mobile Nodes. )is experiment
embodies a more fine-grained form of access control in
S-RABAC (V), i.e., node-to-node access control. )is access
control is more than access to nondata resources, such as a
car accessing another car, a vehicle accessing a road base.
)is form of access is more common in vehicular net-
working compared to data resource access.

)e experiment assumes that when the vehicle “Bob’s
car” passes through region B and goes to region A, it
wants to access services related to region A, such as the
locations of all supermarkets in the region, the coordi-
nates of “Bob’s car” itself, and other vehicle nodes.
However, “Bob’s car” is restricted to access these con-
tents only in region B, so when “Bob’s car” crosses region
B to region A, it does not have access to these nodes in
region B, so when “Bob’s car” wants to access the vehicle
“Alice’s car” in region A, the access request is rejected.
)e experiment first set up and partitioned the map for
the whole access process, and the map partitioning is
shown in Figure 12 (the experiment used the third service
“findid” in 5.1).

In the experiment, “Bob’s car” starts from the vehicle
starting point in the figure and finally arrives at the vehicle
request point to send access request, while “Alice’s car” as
the vehicle visited by “Bob’s car” moves, as shown in Fig-
ure 13. Figure 13 shows the location information of the two
cars on the actual map during the entire process. )e lo-
cation information comes from the trajectory query function
of Baidu Eagle Eye service, and the coordinate position data
come from literature 45 and 46.
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In the experiment, to meet the needs of the simulation,
“Alice’s car” uploaded the coordinate data to the cloud two
minutes after “Bob’s car” uploaded the data to the cloud. “Bob’s

car’s” access request will be received by “Alice’s car” at 13 : 54 if
no area restriction is applied, as shown in Figure 14. “Alice’s car”
client receives the message: “Bob calls at 116.3023739.95867.”

serviceGPS ()

- att 1:userid

- att 3:accesskey
- att 2:accessname

prioritylevel=1

prioritylevel=2groupid

New Attribute1

groupservice ()

prioritylevel=2

Attributes 
2 and 3 

are inherited

prioritylevel=3findid

New Attribute2

- att 1:userid

- att 4:groupid

- att 2:accessname
- att 3:accesskey

findservice ()

prioritylevel=3

- att 1:userid
- att 2:groupid
- att 3:findid

inherited the 
att4 of the 

groupservice ()

Attribute 2 and attribute 3 belong to the same resources 
set-coordinate data

Figure 7: Experimental design of S-RABAC(V).

Table 3: Resource list.

Service name New attribute New attribute function Parent service Inherited attribute Child service
serviceGPS Accessname, accesskey Longitude and latitude Null Null Groupservice
Groupservice Groupid Vehicle area grouping serviceGPS Accessname, accesskey Findservice
Findservice Findid Regional vehicle search Groupservice Groupid Null

Alibaba cloud IoT
platform

IoV
equipment

2020/11/16 
14:28:36.616
{"server2name":
"None" 
"server1name":
"serviceGPS"}
{"att1":"1996",
"att2":"cloud",
"att3":"None",
"att4":"1"}

Alibaba cloud 
Function Compute

/a1WuvxzWBQm/……/role payload:b' Service corresponding 
attribute error'……payload:b ' Access failed' qos :0

Access Denied

Userid:1996,accessname:cloud,accesskey:None,Upload priority level:1 Result is: b'Service 
corresponding 
attribute error'
……
"Success".true,"Messag
eld":1328223428314191
872
Result is:
b'Access failed'

……

Figure 8: Wrong service attributes.

Alibaba cloud IoT
platform

IoV
equipment

2020/11/30 20:05:57.71
{"server1name":
"serviceGPS"}
……
{"att1":""004",
"att2":"cloud",
"att3":"1",
"att4":"1",}

Alibaba cloud 
Function Compute

on_topic_message:/a1WuvxzWBQm/……/user/role 
payload:b'Access succeeded role004 1 116.48067 39.98843' qos:0

Access granted

Userid:004,accessname:cloud,accesskey:1,Upload priority level:1

{ Result is:
b'Access succeeded 
role004 1 
116.48067 
39.98843'
…… }

Figure 9: A legitimate access process.

Table 4: Attribute comparison table.

Attribute name Priority level Correct value
Accessname, accesskey Priority level:1 Cloud, 1
Groupid Priority level:2 2
Findid Priority level:3 3
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However, after the access control restriction, “Bob’s car”
crossed the boundary of area B into area A and sent an access
request to “Alice’s car” at 13 : 54. S-RABAC (V) denies the
access request and informs it is out of bounds. As shown in
Figure 15, the “Bob’s car” client receives the message: “No
permission.”

6. Discussion

6.1. Security Analysis. We base the overall security analysis
of the access control model on the Alibaba Cloud Com-
puting implementation method adopted in this article. )e
following is the specific security analysis process.

)e entire process of access control goes through three
stages: client, third parties, and cloud. In this article, we
used the Alibaba Cloud Computing IoT platform as the
initial access request acceptance point, and the cloud

handles the implementation of access control strategies
and user data collection. Because of the powerful func-
tions of the cloud, user data and its access control policies
are secure. But, outside the cloud, the access control
model has certain security risks. )e first obvious security
hazard is when access control is completed, as data for-
warded by third parties to users are exposed. Such
problems actually exist in the model [20, 30–32, 34, 39].
Second, the honesty of third parties cannot be guaranteed.
When the third party is a corrupt authorized entity, it will
cause errors in the access control process and leak related
data in the settings. For this kind of problem, there is a
more perfect solution, i.e., using attribute encryption as
the access carrier of the overall model to spread, and
changing the original simple matching process of access
control model attributes into a ciphertext key decryption
process. We can use the encryption algorithm proposed by

Alibaba cloud IoT
platform

IoV
equipment

2020/12/09 
16:51:10.247
{"server1name":
"serviceGPS"}
2020/12/09 
16:51:10.247
{"att1":"001",
"att2":"cloud",
"att3":"1",
"att4":"1",}

Alibaba cloud 
Function 
Compute

on_topic_message:/a1WuvxzWBQm/bE3Y6q7GiDra01bIRwoo
/user/role payload:b'Allocated 116.44903 39.94121' qos:0

Access granted

Userid:001,accessname:cloud,accesskey:1,Upload priority level:1 Result is:
b'Allocated 
116.44903 
39.94121'
("Requestld" :
"FE91FOF5-15D2-
44F8-8F85-
98BB93DFA397", 
"Success".true,"Me
ssageld":13365942
25961432065}

Figure 10: Permission reservation.

Alibaba cloud IoT
platform

IoV
equipment

2020/12/09 
17:21:53.854
{"server1name":
"groupservice"}
2020/12/09 
17:21:53.854
{"att1":"003",
"att2":"cloud",
"att3":"1",
"att4":"2",
"att5":"1",}

Alibaba cloud 
Function Compute

on_topic_message:/a1WuvxzWBQm/……/role payload:b'The 
adjusted role is role 003 116.48746 39.97933’ qos:0

Access granted

Userid:003,accessname:cloud,accesskey:1,groupid:2,Upload priority level:1

Result is: b'The 
adjusted role is 
role003 116.48746 
39.97933'
"Requestld"."5EA
05497-ABF5-
45D2……

Figure 11: Privilege access mechanism.
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39.993916

Vehicle starting point
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Figure 12: )e area where the vehicle is located and the point where the access request is issued.
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Figure 13: Vehicle position coordinates from the Baidu Eagle Eye server. Since the deviation correction function of the BaiduMap Eagle Eye
service is enabled, the coordinates displayed on the map differ slightly from the actual coordinates.

on_topic_message:/a1WuvxzWBQm/LfVxRwjpNtnFUcNCpNBe/user/role 
payload:b'Bob calls at 116.3023739.95867' qos:0

Figure 14: Alice’s car client.

on_topic_message:/a1WuvxzWBQm/LJQE9SbyWcVVC4R0GZAB/user/role 
payload:b'No permission' qos:0

Figure 15: Bob’s car.
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RW15 [47] to improve the access control process. )e
specific approach is as follows:

(1) Upload the attributes of the access request according
to the organization of the service.

(2) )e cloud receives the corresponding attribute set
and generates the key corresponding to the attribute.
Because of the encryption algorithm setting of the
multi-authority, multiple clouds can exist in this
step.

(3) If the attribute set meets the server-side attribute set
requirements, the ciphertext sent by the cloud can be
decrypted, otherwise the decryption cannot be
completed.

)e only difference between the above process and the
original access control process is: )e original access control
process directly produces access control results. )e result of
access control after applying attribute encryption is passively
generated, i.e., whether the key can release the ciphertext to
generate the corresponding plain text.

6.2. Access Control Time. Also, based on implementing the
Alibaba Cloud Computing, this article analyzes the efficiency
of the access control model S-RABAC (V). Figure 16 shows
the time spent in the process of five independent visits under
the Alibaba Cloud service. In Table 5, we show the results of
the access time statistics analysis. It can be seen from the
figure and table that assigning roles to access users can
shorten the time of access control and improve the efficiency
of access control. Note that the role here is mainly used to
assist the ABAC model, and its function differs from that of
the role in RBAC.

)e increase in the number of access policy decisions
with the addition of priority rules is shown in Figure 17,
without distinguishing between access and denial. We as-
sumed three priority levels, namely, high, mid, low, and the
attribute value generated by participating in the decision
could be 3-tuple, 2-tuple, or 4-tuple. As shown in the figure,
because of the existence of priority rules, there are more
authority decisions under the same number of attributes.
)ese decisions are generated based on the original attribute
set decisions and are an expansion of the original decisions.
A typical form for two vehicles with the same attributes but
different priorities is that the higher-priority vehicle can
access the relevant data of the area, but the lower-priority
vehicle is denied access or can only access part of the data.
Figure 18 shows the impact of the increase in the number of
attributes on the time of the entire access control process of
S-RABAC(V). )e increase in the number of attributes
mainly affects the execution speed of cloud access control
policies. However, because of the powerful performance of
the cloud server, the number of attributes does not have a
significant impact on the overall access time.

6.3. Function Comparison. )is article compares several
other access control technologies and lists their character-
istics, as shown in Table 6:
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Figure 16: S-RABAC(V) performance.

Table 5: Access time statistics analysis.

Assigned roles S-RABAC(V) Privilege
mechanism

First access 187 322 200
Second access 218 255 275
)ird access 269 329 215
Fourth access 248 258 195
Fifth access 256 254 192
SUM 1178 1418 1077
AVG 235.6 283.6 215.4
Time unit millisecond millisecond millisecond
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Figure 17: Comparison of the number of decisions.
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As Table 6 shows, S-RABAC (V) has better scalability
and basic context-awareness because of the attribute ag-
gregation mechanism. In addition, the ordered aggregation
of attributes puts the entire access control model at a
moderate granularity of permissions, which is required by
IoV. )e cumbersome permission design can make it dif-
ficult for individuals in IoV to use because users cannot
manipulate the access control model in a fine-grained way.

Although no delegation mechanism is designed in
S-RABAC (V), the hierarchy can provide a variety of dif-
ferent permission setting needs. In fact, although the del-
egation mechanism can dynamically realize different
authority requirements, it is more prone to authority dis-
putes and authority proliferation than a static hierarchy. In
addition, S-RABAC (V) generates unique adjustable per-
missions and permission reservation capability under the
priority mechanism and permission inheritance mechanism.
)ese features can enhance the dynamic change of the hi-
erarchy in the vehicle network. Imagine that in IoV, where
individual scenarios are frequently switched, users can
complete permission switching without reestablishing the
access control process, which not only provides convenience
for IoV users but also improves the efficiency of the entire
access control model. )is is crucial in IoV, a scenario that
requires high efficiency in information exchange.

We conclude with a preliminary implementation of
S-RABAC (V) using Alibaba Cloud Computing and show
the various access scenarios we propose. )e cloud platform
access control architecture ideas presented in the experi-
ments can be widely used for various cloud access control
techniques.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a new access control model
for protecting the information exchange process of IoV
cloud architectures. )e proposed S-RABAC (V) is not only
able to establish the appropriate granularity of privileges
when facing the enormous resources to be protected in IoV
under cloud shelves but also to meet various requirements of
dynamic scenarios. Our proposed S-RABAC (V) adds some
extra features to enhance the flexibility of the access control
model based on RBAC and ABAC. Compared with the
access control models in papers 20, 26, 30, 31, 32, 34, 41,
S-RABAC (V) can provide “Adjustable permissions” and
“Permission reservation” as two extra features. It also has
“hierarchies” and “priority mechanism” functions. )e new
function module does not slow down the execution of access
control. Instead, the “Permission reservation” feature speeds
up specific access control processes, improving the overall
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Figure 18: )e number of attributes affects the access time.

Table 6: Comparison of access control models. (✓ indicates that it has the function, 7 means not having).

Scheme Cr1 Cr2- Cr3 Cr4 Cr5 Cr6 Cr7 Cr8 Cr9 Cr10 Cr11
Ref. [20] Low Medium Low ✓ ✓ 7 7 7 7 7 ✓
Ref. [26] High Medium High 7 ✓ 7 7 7 7 7 ✓
Ref. [30] High Low High 7 ✓ ✓ 7 7 7 ✓ ✓
Ref. [31] High Medium Medium 7 ✓ ✓ 7 7 7 7 7

Ref. [32] High Medium High 7 ✓ ✓ 7 7 7 ✓ ✓
Ref. [33] Medium 7 Based on attribute combination 7 ✓ 7 7 7 7 7 7

Ref. [39] High Medium High 7 ✓ ✓ ✓ 7 7 7 ✓
Our scheme High Medium Medium 7 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
∗Cr-Criterion; Cr1- Scalability; Cr2- Context awareness; Cr3- Granular; Cr4- Delegation support; Cr5- Dynamic; Cr6-hierarchies; Cr7- Priority mechanism;
Cr8- Adjustable permissions; Cr9- Permission reservation; Cr10- Permission inheritance mechanism; Cr11- Access control model practical running
experiments.
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efficiency of access control. In addition, the number of
decisions that can be generated by the access control model
is increased based on the mechanism of prioritization and
attribute combination, which allows users of the access
control model to develop more fine-grained access control
plans.

Future extension of this work is to combine with CP-
ABE to improve the security of the overall access control
model. Currently, there are many improved algorithms for
CP-ABE as well, such as multi-authorization CP-ABE, hi-
erarchical CP-ABE, and so on. In the next plan, we will try to
fuse and improve the CP-ABE algorithm to fit our proposed
S-RABAC(V). At the end, the proposed S-RABAC (V) is
fused with our future planned improved CP-ABE encryption
algorithm to achieve a secure and flexible access control
process.

Data Availability

Previously reported GPS data were used to support this
study and are available at https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
research/publication/t-drive-trajectory-data-sample/. )ese
prior studies (and datasets) are cited at relevant places within
the text as references [45, 46].
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